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OR RBITS
,PHA THETA TAU pledge
home the bacon—only inb
f the bacon, this time it
5,e
fheta Chi from UC. Pledge
wras a Ellis is pinned to Bernie |
Wecpn As is a national sororityIT*,/custom, the UC broth-1
A trekked some ninety miles Vol. 42.
j^t night to serenade the Alpha

MARDI GRAS
MAY COME
AFTER ALL

A*

C. 0. P. — s. J. C., STOCKTON, CALIF.

January 16, 1948—No.

Organizations to be
15 Responsible

By JIM McLEOD
COMPANY, ar
To be or not to be—that is the
0f Men's Fashion Shows 1I
rangel
question
of the Mardi Gras.
universities
and
col-1
at various
Due to previous festivities at
throughout the nation has
leges
the 1947 session of • the Mardi
fjjred about the possibility of
Gras much controversial action
Fying one on this campus. Wonand many surveys have been un
Her what will come of the idea .. .
dergone by the Student-Faculty
' WE HEAR FROM a usually reRelations Committee to determine
iiable source that little 7-year-old
whether or not the 1948 Mardi
judy Goleman is all set to take
Gras will take place.
over her father's classes.
Seems Prof. Goleman told one of
The Ex-Committee finally,
his students that she wrote like
through many weeks of intensive
his young daughter Judy . . . the
study and deliberation, has de
paper being discussed turned out
cided to put the question up to
with a grade of B plus . . .!
the living groups. They asked
QUITE A FUROR is whirling
the living groups to "make them
around the Quonset Huts . . . yeh,
selves responsible for the conduct
seems the fellows that live over
of their members in attendance
there don'.t feel it is quite right
at a Mardi Gras function and to
that the same room fee should
devise measures for disciplinary
be charged for the Quonsets as
action when 'House' members vio
is charged for rooms in North
late the established social code
Hall. .. where there are twenty
for the combined colleges."
men in a room in the Quonsets,
The president of each living
there are three men in a room in
group will put the issue before
North Hail, two in small rooms
his group to decide whether or not
... Quonsets also lack much pri
they are capable of handling such
vacy and study accommodations
measures. When the decision has
might be an explanation
been reached a letter is to be
would be in order to the Quonsent
to the Ex-Committee who in
men?
turn will pass it on to the admin
AND WITH ANOTHER spin The Cub House Thermometer registers the number of relief boxes sent overseas from the Pacific
istration for final approval.
around the grouse wheel we come campus. The group with the highest "feed-and-warm-the-world" temperature will be awarded a trophy
Various outside clubs that wish
up with the complaint that many at a Spring function. A total of 119 boxes has been mailed since October. Up-to-date figures for instudents are being compelled to |{,ividual competitors will be found in this issue. Left: Doris Christensen and Joy Smith do their bit. to participate in the Mardi Gras
will comply with the same regu
pay some fees twice . . . lack of
lations as the living groups.
receipts being the principal rea
COP Vacation Tours
son • . . this should be a good
object lesson to all students—
Are in Again
when you pay money to the busi
An idea conceived by the Pa
ness office demand a receipt on
ALPHA THETE LEADS—18goth
College of the Pacific is step
Studio Theatre activities are in
the spot, no receipt, no money!
With a total of 119 boxes sent ping out to celebrate California cific Weekly has resulted in a
student-faculty survey of the
You'll get a receipt! At the same full swing with two productions overseas for relief from campus Centenials.
college newspaper to deter
time that doesn't absolve the currently in the limelight. Being organizations, reminder is given
Beginning with the gold dis
mine general reaction to Its
business office from shaping up presented tonight and tomorrow that all postage expenses will be
covery
Centennial tour to Placer
policies.
night
in
the
SCA
building
in
"The
m the method in which they con
paid for future mailings by the
The survey, which is now
duct their business . . . there's Liars." In the Studio Theatre Stockton Rotary Club. Mr. Bar- ville and Coloma on Jan. 24, COP
? ways room for improvement— next Thursday, Friday, and Sat thol Pearce of the Food Process inaugurates a four year program underway, will be tabulated by
lots of it!
urday nights, January 22, 23, and ing office has made this courtesy of directed tours that will be un
the Publications Board.
rivaled by any other educational
Faculty members have been
THIS SEEMS TO be the week 124th is "Phaedra" by the great possible.
forr airing the gripes and we saved French playright, Racine,
institution in the state.
asked
to give out the question
In order to obtain refunds, a
The gold discovery of 1848; the naire to students next Wednes
brii fb<St f°r tbe last • • • to be
"The Liars," by Henry Arthur receipt from the Post Office of
uati We think the Infirmary sit- Jones, is being presented in the the Cub House with a list of the Mother Lode (Ghost Towns) of day during any two of their
^°n
h»n smells; Several
several cases have I central staging manner on the town and country to which the 1849; the Admission of California class periods. The faculty poll
as a State to the Union in 1850, was taken last week.
l
certain")
° °Ur attention that second floor of the SCA. Directed packages have gone must be pre
nothing to save the [ by George Tomajan, the play
sented to Pearce. Further infor and the founding of College of
Continued on oage 7)
opened too late to be reviewed mation can be obtained from the the Pacific in 1851 will touch off CHEM. COMPANY
this week.
score board at the Cub House many tours, caravans, institutes
and programs during the next OFFERS JOBS
Heading a east of thirteen are which now reads:
four years.
Organization
No.
of
Boxes
Bob McCrary, Phyllis Weinstein
Attention men graduating in
All of the scheduled events may February.
20
and A1 Comaskey. Others in the Alpha Theta Tau
17 be participated in for COP units
cast are Dorothy Martin, Mary Pacific Co-op
Mark Lundin, assistant person
by registering for History 149,
Archania
12
chance
OyerT
- prospective Rhodes, Reba Waterson, Jerry
nel
manager of the Dow ChepiiHistorical
Landmarks
(2
units).
12
ficient *
semester with suf- Sea well, Jane Wheeler, Billy Manor Hall
cal Company in Pittsburg, has
A
partial
list
of
the
tours
Omega
Phi
12
"ree-unit Ur e there will be a Glaves, Jerry Mullins, Doug Eich8 scheduled thus far include one announced that he is interested
"autics Wl-tu
°ffered in aero- elberger, Glen Huling, and Stan North Hall
day auto tours to Mother Lode in interviewing men who have
Rhizomia
8
<4asses
a Week '
three times Bourgeault.
areas
on Feb. 14, April 17, May majored in chemistry or business
7
A difficult production to stage, West Hall
5 and June 5, the California Mis ad. for jobs in the Pittsburg Com
a
stand
Zeta
Phi
6
jn ° *
ing features of- "The Liars" has a large technical
pany.
4 sions Tour from March 20-27, the
""hpminnt6 C0Urse are: f°ur staff including James Jewell, Joe South Hall
Annual
Death
Valley
Expedition
Jobs are available for techni
4
'"Mods an i6
experience Hinman, Geraldine Tebbe, Peg Quonsel E
from March 20-27, a European cians and plant clerks with a sal
Tau
Kappa
ext*«enrp
e
one
°"
-hour flight Morrissey, Bill Hartley, Jackie
4 Tour from June 21-Aug. 9 and ary range from $220 to $320 per
etlCes Win k
od' Plight experiWolfe, Naomi McCullerp, and Sea
Summer Session tours in June month. Positions are also open to
Epsilon
1
!
Paid
for
° CaliW
hy the State Carol Arnovici. The beautiful
and
July.
accountants and chemists with a
0
*ai be fn7 and the students costumes have been designed and Other Quonsets
Cost
of
the
Mission
tour
from
salary
starting at $265 per month.
ance- The
y C0Verea by insurexecuted by Gene McCabe.
n
March 20-27 is listed as $58, not
Anyone
interested is asked to
to
Urpose
.
give
°f this course
WANTED
The famous Greed tragedy,
including meals or tuition. The contact Mr. Fick in the placement
tlle thenn86neral Introduction
Phaedra," written in the neoDeath Valley Expedition over the office, Room 106, Ad Building,
EDITOR
'°1ri' and meter°i flight' naviga- elassic period is directed by
same period of time is estimated for further details.
ogy"
BUSINESS MGR. at about the same cost. Each of
- Any°nev^
Newell McMullen. McMullen was
I class Bt ls Interested to get seen in Pacific Little Theatre
Applications for Spring Editor the one day-tours to the Mother
Chut in his^d c°ntact Harry productions before entering the and Business Manager of the Pa Lotje country will vary some
after«oo
' 232 Weber' in service and has also been active cific Weekly must be turned in to what in cost, but should average
ns
in Little Theatre at Sacramento. the Information Office in the Ad about $4.75.
Dr. Rockwell D. Hunt, noted
Appearing in the key role of Building by Monday noon. Appli
Any0n
Phaedra" is Phyllis Norman. A cants are to state qualifications California historian and now di
' :rty to go^Iu0. wishes to join a music major at Pacific, this is and experience. Applica t i o n s rector of the California History
>ct Hie s?g &t Sugar Bow1' Miss Norman's first appearance should be addressed to Nanci Foundation at COP, and Dr. G. A.
nley Bacon
Ub President; in a play on the Pacific stage. Rinehart, Chairman of Publica Werner are directing the histor
ical tours.
tions.
(Continued on Page 2)
PANBEE

PACIFIC DOES ITS BIT

Studio Theatre ALPHA THETE LEADS
THERMOMETER
Offers Two

WEEKLY SURVEY

{ERONAUTICS CLASS
TO BE OFFERED

f

TIGERS
vs.

League Leading
BULLDOGS
Tonight-8:l5, Gym
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pacific |e uiceklq
Harrv Hammer, Business Manager
uunc mm
, .QI.
*
Faculty Advisors
James R. Morrison, Allen Woodali
..
Chairman of Publications
Nanci Rinehart.
, Published every Frid»J' during the. Allege year by
elation. Entered as second-class
0®*o]^erlg79
Stockton, California, under the Act of March J, 18/a.
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Charles Orr..
Sports Editor
Lew Welch"""
Society Editor
Jackie Case
""
News Editor
Dorothy Eaton
...Feature Editor
Willa MacDorfald
Radio-Drama Editoi
Les Abbott
-Exchange Editor
Marvin Marganti..

Pacific Cooperative
Give Accommodations
The Pacific Cooperative House
is now accepting applications for
the Spring semester. Applications
will be accepted from women who
are looking for room and board
next term, and also from men
wishing to board in the Fall.
The Co-Op House is a cooeducational living group where stu
dents provide themselves with
board and room for minimum
cost. All students share in the
operation as well as in the con
trol of the house. The Co-op is
located at 212 W. Fulton.
All those interested in cooper
ative living are invited to visit
the house at any time. Applica
tions should be made at the
house. Deadline for Spring semes
ter applications will be Thursday,
January 22nd.

Important Notice
To All Students
Any student found using the
pool, the gymnasium, or other
P. E. facilities without an in
structor in attendance will lose
all privileges pertaining to
that facility. This includes the
matter of athletic participa
tion.
E. R. JACKSON
Chairman, P. E. Dept.

LOSTANDFOUNDI

If you think you've lost or mis
placed anything you'd better
hustle over to the Information
Office in the Ad Building and
claim your belongings because at
the end of this semester the
articles which are not claimed
will be disposed of.
The following is a list of
articles waiting to be claimed:
Books: "Webster's Collegiate
Dictionary," "First Course in
Algebra," "Logarithmic and Trigonometic Tables," "When You
Buy," "Analytical Geometry and
Calculus," "Advertising Proce
dure," "The Community," and an
English-Chinese Dictionary.
Under miscellaneous items
there are: a scissors set, pens and
pencils of all types; a package of
art supplies, a gold compact, a
gold lipstick, two coin purses, two
glass cases, one pair of sun
glasses, a string of pearls, keys,
two identification bracelets, two
rings, two silver bracelets and
two slide rules.
Last chance to claim your be
longings will be January 31st.

(Continued from Page 1)

The College of the Pacific Con
servatory of Music will present
the third and final program in
the Composer's Series next 1 uesday, at 8:15. It will be an all stu
dent presentation.
The program is as follows:
I.
Rhapsody, Opus 79-No. 2
—Dolores Rico, Pianist
II.
0 Kuhler Wald
Der Schmied
Feldeinsanideit
Botschaft
III.
Four Waltzes from op. 39
Intermezzo, op. %, No. 3, in A
Flat Major
Rhapsody, op. 79, No. 1, in B
Minor
—Willard Couey, Pianist
IV.
A Rose Break Into Bloom
—Lucille Graham, Organist
V.
2nd Symphony, 1st Movement
—College of Pacific Orchestra
Horace I. Brown, Director

CHAPEL CALENDAR

Tuesday Chapel
Subject:
C.O.P."

"China

Speaks

to

Speaker: Dr. James Ding, Pres
ident
Anglo-Chinese College, FooMonday the dancing studio stu
dents found to their delight a new chow, China.
phonograph to replace the old
Music: Woman's Choir.
broken down excuse to be ex
cused because of lack of music.

NEWS BRIEF—

SUNDAY CHAPEL

Speaker: Dr. H. Augustine
Smith, American League of hymn
singing and director of mass
choirs.

PRE-INVENTORY

SPECIALS

T-SHIRTS
1/2

In Studio Show- ROOM FOR
ARGUMENT

Brahms Program
Closes Series

0FF

S t r i p e s a n d Solid C o l o r s

Topic: "The music of the Bible
and the Singing Church."

TERM
PAPER
DUE?
*

Save Time
LET ME TYPE YOUR

ALL SWEATERS

An impressive eight page doc
ment was read to the Ex-cornmi
tee Monday night. It was the r
port submitted by the Studen
Faculty Relations Committee co
cerning the Mardi Gras, and i
title was worthy of its size and
typical of its precision: "Re.ir
stitution of the Student Conduct,
ed Enterprise Known as the
Mardi Gras."
This work can be considered a*
the debut of a group that cat
render our college a great setv.
ice. It was formed as a result of
evidence of friction between stu
dents and faculty in an effort to
facilitate a friendly cooperation

The Ex-committee in a meeting
earlier in the year felt need of °5

Phyllis Weinstein, featured play
non-partisan body that wot
er in the Studio Theatre produc
serve as an impartial fact-finding
tion of "The Liars."

She was heard last Tuesday in
the Conservatory's "An Evening
of Opera."
Other members of the cast are
Christine Jefferson, C a r o l y n
Howard, Marion Stetson, Mary
Alice Eberhardt, George Nunn,
Donald Morris, and Les Abbott.
Beth Warneiv stage manager,
heads a technical crew that in
cludes Ann Slaughter, Barbara
Rowley, Dixie Mealer, Gene McCabe, Wilma Walcott, Annette
Rosenthal, Lee Tuhdahl, and
Billie Carson.
'The Liars" and "Phaedra"
continue the season, "From
Broadway to Athens" which be
gan with Elmer Rice's startling
social drama, "The Adding Ma
chine." All the plays chosen for
the series were selected for the
acting and directing problems
that they presented. Experimen
tation in staging, sets, and cos
tuming, has been the reason for
producing these famous plays of
each dramatic period.
Tickets for Henry Arthur
Jones' "The Liars" and Racine's
"Phaedra" may be obtained at the
Pacific Little Theatre box office.
I had a dog;
I named him Tax;
I opened the door,
And income Tax.

board to provide evidence on sub.
jects concerning which the Ex
committee was forced to make do
cisions. It was decided that an
appointed group would be leasi
subject to outside pressure and
therefore more objective.
Consequently Manuel Furtado,
Student Afi iirs| Chairman, an
pointed Mar- in McDow to organ
ize such a committee. This group
has been meeting now for several
weeks, and its membership in
eludes Bob Bahnsen, Mary Don
aldson, Bruce Orvis and Renet
Nevermont representing the stu
dents and Phil Garlington, James
Wilson, Wilhelmina Harbert and
Naomi Fuqua representing the
faculty. McDow is chairman.

The committee make*: it clear
that it is merely a fact finding
organ and does not purport to be
an advisory board or a policy
making agency. Its work on this
Mardi Gras report consisted o'
interviewing administration, stu
dent and faculty groups in an ef
fort to determine campus opinion
regarding the Mardi Gras.
Briefly its findings were these;
almost everybody wants to han
a Mardi Gras, but almost nobody
wants the job of policing the func
tion. Apparently students were
quick to assure cooperation 1®
slow to accept responsibility.

Perhaps it is out of order a!
(Continued on page 7)

FOR PHOTOGRAPHS
S E E

DeLANEY
4 2 4 E. M A I N S T .
(Above Ritz Theatre)

P h o n e 3- 3 7 8 9 ;

Student Discounts

T E R M PAPERS.

Reduced

•

20% to 25%

N e a t , Legible Papers
are Important for Good
Grades.

LET'S MEET AT —

•

T O BE S U R E , D E P E N D O N .

Tfrar/o f-Ztfc^egan
Phone 5-5745

By M. WINDMILLER

Dial 7-7518 9-5
or come in to

510 E. Channel

313 E. Main St., Stock

'ASK FOR JEAN"

3216 PACIFIC AVE.

P H O N E 3-2346

EISELEN-BITTS
DEBATE U.M.T.
QUESTION
Dr. Malcolm Eiselen and Mr.
C. J. Bitts, two of the Faculty's
finest authorities on political
science and current affairs, dis
cussed the controversial issue of
universal military training before
an overflowing crowd in the SCA
building Wednesday afternoon
from 5 to 6:20 P.M.

NEWS BRIEF—
The annual Easter Vacation
College of the Pacific tour to
Death Valley will leave the col
lege campus at 6:30 a. m. March
20tli, according to Dr. Jonte, tour
Photo by:
JOEL DARDIS ! director.

Art Magazine
Carries Article
Bj Reynolds
Richard
Reynolds, Stockton
junior College art teacher, makes
his debut in the December 1947
issue of the magazine Arts and
Architects, published monthly in
Los Angeles.

The articles contributed by
Reynolds deal with Space Design
and Directions in Education.
Reynolds states that one of the
main objectives of a junior col
lege art department is to stimu
late original thinking and experi
mentation.
Examples of the work appear
ing in the magazine are shown
here. The top one was done by
Mary Schlink and the other was
done by Ed James.

KCVN TO BROADCAST
WEEKEND'S GAMES
Radio station KCVN will broad
cast the basketball games this
weekend acording to the followmg schedule:
TONIGHT
..[f* P>m- SJC
Athletic Club.

vs.

Alhambra

To^P'm' C0P vs- Fresno State.
J0M0RROW NIGHT
^ P-m. SJC vs. Yuba J. C.
hJr DP'm" ^P
bara State.

vs-

Santa Bar

CHESS CHECKER CLUB

A chess and checker club was
formed Friday night, January 9.
Anyone interested is invited to
SATr'pJ; ?JC vs- Menlo J. C.
ATURDAY, JANUARY 24th
attend. Meetings will be held
P_m. SJC vs. San Mateo J. C. every Friday night at 7:30 in a
Statf.° P" ffl" ^OP vs- San Jose room at the YMCA.
FRIDAY,

JANUARY 23rd

J. C. F I V E
V

Mr. Bitts, a veteran of World
War II, advocated the legislation
of national conscription while Dr.
Eiselen firmly upheld opposition
to the proposed bill. Dr. Eiselen
also submitted an alternate plan
for the strengthening of National
Defense which embodied the prin
ciples of diplomacy, advancement
of military science, and increased
participation in the propaganda
war.
The affirmative case, as pre
sented by Mr. Bitts, was based
upon Secretary of War Patter
son's plan for peacetime draft.
Bitts began by enumerating the
contents of the plan which in
clude an obligatory six-month
training period followed by an
other semi-year period in one of
any number of specialized fields.
Included in these fields were Of
ficers' Candidate School, research
in atomic warfare, aeronautical
training, and the National Guard.
Dr. Eiselen agreed with Bitts'
expression of fear of the Russian
Foreign Policy, but he stated that
"100 super bombers would do
more to put the fear of God into
the Kremlin than would a large
standing army in America." He
also supported a plan for the
appropriation of funds to increase
the efficiency of the State De
partment which would otherwise
be placed on the military budget.
Mr. Bitts concluded his argu
ments with a denunciation that
a third World War would be of
the "push button" variety, and he
supported his claims with various
quotations.
In rebuttal Eiselen also de
nounced the e f f e c t s of a
thoroughly specialized war. He
emphasized Secretary of State
Marshall's statement that, "The
only way to win the third World j
War is to avoid it."

Much has been said pro and
con for present day American
radio. There are those who claim
that state-subsidized radio would
present listeners with superior
programs. In view of England's
BBC and its usually pitiful ef
forts, I would say that national
ized radio rarely can offer supe
rior fare to that of commercial
radio. But it does seem to me that
radio does owe certain obligations
to its listeners. These obligations
should * not be defined or be enforced by government but be a
sort of unwritten, altruistic code
of the broadcasters.
What are these obligations?
First, I believe that the broad
casters should strive to present
programs in good taste. Hardly
could one consider audience par
ticipation that indicate people
degrading and making fools of
themselves. Nor can one de
scribe the ghastly busy-bodying
of a Ma Ferkins, as she wallows
in soap opera's perennial triangle,
as in good taste.
Second, radio should strive dili
gently to present the viewpoints
of opposing peoples regarding
our political, social, and economic
life. Liberalism on the part of
radio commentators has almost
become a thing of the past. The
left-wing commentators h a v e
found it increasingly difficult to
be heard on the networks. Only
occasionally do we find a lone
liberal voice such as that of Sid
ney Rodger (KGO-ABC) heard
(Continued on page 8)
LATEST DISC-HITS

RECORDS
Radios and

Phonographs

•
Let us supply you with all
your musical

needs.

JOHNNY CALVIN
2016 Pacific Avenue

s •

ALHAMBRA
Tonight 6:45--Gym

0 TOP off the bitter pill
Proverbial sugar coating,
ania sayS( «Teachers at
teach, they just sit
anecdotes!"

n

olume Set of

books

Books FOR SALE

DeLANEY

3-3789

1

(pronounced "Soo-vay'

MEAT MARKET
DIAL 8-8628

434 E. WEBER AVE.
107 N. AMERICAN ST.

PHONE 7-7452

Men's and women's ski jackets, made of
poplin with zipper front and pockets in

ro*pt.

Expert

PAIR SERVICE
Guaranteed
D| AMONDS

MILLER-HAYS CO

assorted colors and all sizes.

SPECIAL

u'Ve' Spendable

Snatches
0r

JE

You at

WELERS

lain St.

Plumbing With A Smile
HARDWARE WraiCOM PANY

Serving College of the Pacific
Grant at Weber Avenue

Dl

Weber and American
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Hope Harris Married KAY KNOX WEDs
Jim Hickey on Oct. 18 EDWARDO KIRK
A formal bridal gown of wlji
satin was worn by Miss Katll
ine Louise Knox when she E.
changed nuptial vows rece
-Jillwith Edwardo Kirk in Northbt
Community Church, Berket
California. Her short, lace ed|ejj
veil was attached to a headpi^.
of satin and orange blossoms
TO WED—
she carried a white Bible coveL |
with orchid and bouvardia sprL
Rex. Laurence L. Cross read t!i
8 o'clock evening service.
The bride is the daughter ,,
Mr. and Mrs. Edward R. Knox i,
S a n t a F e A v e . Mr. K i r k i s t h e s j i
Epsilon Lambda Sigma received
of Mr. and Mrs. Edward B. Khanother five pound box of candy
of Manaos, Brazil, South Am r
January 8, when Miriam McCor
ica.
mack announced her engagement
Mrs. H. P. Williams of Hid,
to William G. Conover.
mond, sister of the bride, and 1 f,
Miriam, the daughter of Mr.
matron of honor wore a bouff^,
and Mrs. T. Bulen McCormack of
frock of peacock blue taffet
Rio Vista, California, is a senior
with matching mitts, and t|i(
in The College of the Pacific, ma
bridesmaids, Misses June Sutter
"Skid
Row"
is
the
theme
of
joring in Business Administra
Archania's Saturday night pledge field of Stockton and Ilene Gcjd
tion.
dance. The theme is being frey of Albany, were similarly
planned and is under the direc tired in old rose taffeta. The t
tion of Walt Mast and Julio Har carried old fashioned bouqu
of pink roses and sweet peas,
ris.
The Mel Serventi Trio will pro bride's mother chose a blajk
vide the music for the affair from gown, . trimmed with gold
Connie Parry, graduate of Stock
quins.
nine o'clock until 12.
ton Junior College, recently an
Marnell Rubel, who recently an
The bridegroom's brother, Bint
Ted
Coats
is
General
Chairman
nounced her engagement to Mar
nounced her engagement to Daryl for the Committee. Helping him ham Kirk, stood with him. T] e
vin Bolei of San Jose. The wed
Richardson at a joint dinner of is Lenard Pecchinino.
ushers were Ronald F. Knox, bn
ding is planned for September
Iher of the bride, and William
their respective houses, Epsilon
Humor has justly been regard Bonnington. Miss Godfrey w s
Lambda Sigma and Rho Lambda
ed as the finest perfection of po the soloist.
Phi.
A reception followed irnme'
etic genius.
—Carlyle
For the umpteenth time, Paris
iately in the parlor of the churc i.
and American fashion leaders
where the wedding cake, whin
leaders have decided the definite
was wreathed in gardenias wis
length of women's skirts. Their
s e r v e d f r o m a t a b l e c o v e r e d wil i
decision, now get this, gals, is
a hand embroidered Chinese lii
that the hem shall be thirteen
en cloth.
inches from the floor.
The two honeymooned on tli
For Christmas, Ginny Morell of Tau Kappa Kappa, received her Monterey Peninsula. They wi
But, as we sit here on the fence,
MIRIAM McCORMACK
engagement ring from Harold Lindblom.
we see that most of the gals are
make their home in Berkele
Bill
is
an
Industrial
Engineer
The news of the engagement was uniquely revealed at the house where the bridegroom is en
wearing just what's convenient
in the morning and they aren't major and is in his sophomore in the form of a crossword puzzle with the couple's names on it.
ployed. The new Mrs. Kirk is i
letting any fashion leader dictate year at University of California.
Ginny is the daughter of Mrs.
her junior year at the College c
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
to them. All for it.
Blanche Morell and is from Yuba
the Pacific where she is majorin
Charles Conover of Red Bank,
City.
She
is
a
senior
in
the
Col
in
Sociology.
FOB MEN . . .
New Jersey.
lege of the Pacific.
While we're on the subject of
They are planning a wedding
Harold, is the son of Mr. and
length, men's pants are going up, in the summer. Bill will continue
Mrs. August Lindblom of Turoh no. It seems that the new his college training.
lock, and is attending Modesto
trend is not to allow the cuff to
Junior College.
touch the top of the shoe. A half
Indefinite wedding plans are
of an inch above the heel is
set for July. The couple will live
West Hall is climaxing its soc
agreed upon. So, if you see some
in Turlock.
ial life for the semester with i
body's argyles showing, you'll
know.
closed house dance to be gives
on Friday, January 16, from 9-12
A facetious friend made the
On Thursday the 8th of Janu
A group of girls, headed bj
suggestion that peddle-pushers
Second revelation by carna
ary the election of new officers
Mary Donaldsbn, house presiden
be introduced into the men's
tions on a blue box of candy at
was held at Omega Phi Alpha.
concerning a night club to bi
wardrobe, with the recommenda
Tau Kappa Kappa around dinner
The new officers were: Herb
called "The Blue Moon".
ti°n that Tiny Campora take the
time, January 6, announced the
Williams, president; Ted Clark,
Arrangements, have been madi
lead. Same friend remarked that
engagement of Milene Porter to
Vice
President; Jerry Dobak, Sec
for a special surprise combo, Th<
tailors are not going to make
Norman Cozens.
Moonsters".
pockets in men's suits next year. retary; Everett Hillard, Treasur
The couple have continued a
The Committee for the danci
Now don't get hysterics, fellahs. er; Lew Welch, reporter; John courtship, which began in high
is as follows:
It's only a rumor. But I'm won Rhode, guard; and Walt Pinska, school and was interrupted when
Chaplain.
Bids and Chaperones: Barbari
GINNY MORELL •
dering if that means that men
Norman went into the service.
Friday night featured the in
Jones. Refreshments: Betty Daw
will be carrying hand bags. How
Milene hints of a June wedding,
formal initiation of the pledge
lucky for we girls . . .
Henry Cozens of Chula Vista, son. Decoration: Margaret Bene
but no date has been set.
class.
diet. Clean-up: Peggy Bishop.
California.
She is the daughter of Mr. and
BACK TO WOMEN . . .
The new members were: John
After the marriage, the couple re
Now featured in many stores McCandless, Joe Stanislawski, Mrs. Milo Porter of Julian, Cali
Waterfall Inn"are those brightly colored, wide, Perry Roberts, Mike Ingram, Joe fornia. Norman is the son of Mr. will live in Julian.
cloth belts with silver and gold Rihn, Stewart Hook, Wallace An
Rhizite Dance —
buckles. These are really the ritz ker, John Poulos, Harry Kane,
and will do wonders for the old Paul Petrie, John Koener, Jim
Tomorrow night, Rho Lambd
wool dress, for new's ones too.
Phi will hold a two purpos
Guillet, Ernest Bobson, Harlin
Theatre
Film
Day
dance. The affair will be held ii
The newspapers are showing Nelson, Dan Caton, Jim Salini,
ensembles of plaid and plain this Robert Murray, Robert Cooper,
honor of the graduating member
Fox California
"Singing on
Fri. and Sat.
week, too. That is, plaid skirts Robert Whitney, Charles Yokel,
of the fraternity and the incoffl
the Trail,"
ing members.
are being featured with plain, Art Waldrof, Fred Owen, Gene
"Desire Me."
princess line jackets, or vice- Ilitt, Ted Shumay, Ted Collins,
The theme will be "Waterfal
State
"My Wild Irish
versa. Last week's mention of the Don Greer, Dean Wendt, Ibsen
Inn", with decorations under th'
Fri. and Sat.
Rose,"
monotone ensemble seems to be Avila and Dick Limb.
direction of Daryl Richardsoi
"Joe Palooka."
obsolete this week, giving way to
and Bob Groshong. It will las
The ski trip, planned for this
from 9-12.
the plaid and plain. There must coming week-end, was postponed
Sierra
"The Senator Was
Fri. and Sat.
The bids for the dance wen
be some way to win this game.
indefinitely due to insufficient
Indiscreet,"
designed by Buzz Fornachiari, re
Well, don't think it hasn't been snow fall. Several members, how
"Glamour Girl."
freshments are under the direc
real, but until next week stay as ever, arc planning to try the
Stockton
tion of Joe Hodson, while th<
well groomed as you are no mat snow at Donner, "which reported
"Where's There
Fri. and Sat.
General Chairmen are: Bud Kleii
ter which side of the FASHION ly has the most snow within trav
Life,"
and Gray Frost.
FENCE you're on. But, one word eling distance.
"Jungle Flight."
V
It will be a dressy-sport affair

McCormack and
Conover Plan
Sum'er Wedding

The marriage of Hope Harris
to James Hickey was announced
in West Hall on January 7, with
a presentation of a box of candy.
The couple have been married
since October 18.
Hope, a radio major, is a junior
at the College of the Pacific.
Mrs. Charles R. Harris, of Mo
desto, are her parents.
James, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Lawrence B. Hickey, is also of
Modesto. James is a junior in the
College of the Pacific, also, and
he majors in political science. He
lives at North Hall.
After the completion of their
junior year, the couple plan to
make their home in Stockton.

ARCHANIA DANCE
HONORS PLEDGES

FASHION FENCE

Among the New Year Engaged
Are Two Tau Kappa Kappa Sisters

West Hall Dana
Tonight at Nine

Officers Elected
At Omega Phi

CLOCKING THE FILMS 1

[Bars VIEWS I
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Although we promised not to
the football team in this
Column we are forced to recount
the happenings at the award banyet held this week. The award
banquet is a new thing, presumly because there hasn't been
much to award in late years,
guests at the occasion were
Mayor G. K. Kiethley, Chancellor
Knoles, President Burns, and
Leon Eakes, a representative of
the Monday morning Quarterback
club.
Four of the fearsome Tigers re
ceived personal recognition from
the school. Namely: Wayne Har
din received the Leroy Johnson
place-kicking
trophy. Hardin's
record was 28 for 46 for the sea
son, the Red Dog kicked ten in a
row at the last of the season,
prior to the miss at the Raisin
mention

ab

Bowl.
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Cubmen Tangle
Alhambra, Yuba
Coach Van Sweet's Cub Casabas
return to the Pacific court to
night when they engage the Alhambra Athletic Club in the
prelim to the COP-Fresno en
counter.
Saturday the little Tigers clash
with Yuba College, this time in
the pregame to the Bengal-Santa
Barbara donnybrook on the home
court.
Against both opponents Van
Sweet, if he can be judged by past
policy, will start Bill Wirt in the
pivot slot, John McCandless and
Emil Reghitto at forwards, and
Clint Arbuckle and Bob Thomas
at the forward posts.
Outstanding in lanky Van's
scheme of things have been 6-ft.
4-in. Bill Wirt, polished hook shot
and rebound man, and Bob
Thomas, Shakespeare spouting,
high scoring forward.
In the impending encounters a
lot may be heard from forwards
Harry Sessler and Chuck Davis
and guard Mike Monnich, all
three from the reserve ranks.

Bob Heck, the team's high scor
ing back and leading pass receiv
er, received the Joseph Francis
trophy for the most improved
player of the year. Heck was
"scare" man in the Tiger backfield, for his presence definitely
gave the other backs a great deal
more freedom.
Don Campora received the Fred
"Red" Busher trophy for the most
valuable lineman. "Tiny" was out
standing all year and turned in the
most consistent ball of any of the
mighty men up front. According
The Modesto J. C. basketball
to Ernie Jorge, Campora, "an
tournament that was just com
chored the line all year." An
pleted found the Cubs dropping
chored is a good word for it,
two out of three games, but in so
A new trophy was donated this
doing, the Jucos were runners-up
year by the family of Doug Vierin
the consolation division.
Coach "Dutch" Warmerdam of Fresno State College is shown with guard George Becknell,
ra, in memory of Doug who was
The Cubs got off to a poor start
captain of this year's Bulldog five and high scorer for the FSC team last season. This season
killed in the recent war. This
Becknell is trailing Vernon Riggins, 6-ft. 6 in. center, by just a few points in the scoring. Both when they were dumped by Glentrophy is to be presented to the
Becknell and Biggins will give the Tigers a lot of trouble in tonight's game. Yes, that's the War dale J. C. 63 to 43. The only
most valuable back of the year. merdam of the pole vaulting fame.
bright spot in the Stockton team's
You guessed it—Eddie LeBaron
lose was the first appearance of
was the recipient.
Bill Wirt, highly touted former
Incidently, Eddie is no longer
high school player, and the 17
'he 17-year-old Whizz kid—he
markers hung up by Bob Thomas,
turned 18 last week.
J. C. forward.
• Undaunted by a rather disas than eager to atone for the sting
The entire team received travel
trous southern swing in which ing 4-point defeat which they suf ONLY WIN
og bags from the Athletic De
The second game the Cubs
they
dropped two out of three fered at the hands of the muchpartment. It wasn't meant to be
conference games, the Tiger cag- taller Santa Barbarans one week played brought much better re
a hint.
sults. Napa J. C. fell to Stockton
ers attempt to hit the comeback ago.
You may remember that we
in a close 47 to 46.
fan a column about the pros and
The Bengal quintet clawed their trail when they meet Fresno Sparking the Santa Barbara
The Cubs were all out for this
State
College
on
the
home
court
squad
is
all-CCAA
forward
Har
cons 0f Pacific remaining in the way to one victory and one defeat
AA- The outcome of the recent over the week-end in the south tonight. Just 24 hours later the vey Humbler who edged Pacific's game as Thomas, Pierce and Mc
Candless, all first-stringers for
land. The locals squeezed by Cal Bengals meet the tough Santa Jack Toomay for high scoring
Coach Van Sweet fouled out. A
Barbara
Gauchos
who
decisioned
honors
last
year.
Coke
Morrison's
Poly 57 to 55, and were nipped
total
of 26 personal fouls were
them
52-48
in
their
second
CCAA
over-the-head set shots can also
by Santa Barbara, the favorite in
called against the Cubs.
tut.
be
the
deciding
factor.
But
the
the race for CCAA championship
The Napa game was ding-dong
dominating element here again
honors, by a score of 52-48.
WAMERDAM COACHING
right down to the wire, when
will
undoubtedly
be
height
and
Both games were thrillers and
The "Raisin City" lads are wellChuck Davis stole the ball from
* ,
|featured a Hollywood ending. The manned with five former first whether or not COP overcomes a Napa man and went the length
the
lack
of
it.
Cal Poly game was all tied up stringers and three other letterof the floor for the winning
when the gun sounded, 46-46. In men plus a brand-new coach, Cor McWILLIAMS AND
markers.
.the five-minute over time period nelius Wamerdam. Surely the PROULX HOT
UUtU-a — ,.
Wirt was high point man for
WHS
we
Optimistic Bengal rooters can
remain in
the two teams scored a total of presence of Wamerdam, history's
Stockton
with 16, followed by
ent condit' 9 eague at the Pres" 18 points. Tiger center McWil- greatest pole vaulter is an added point with pride to the fine per Thomas with 10.
The
rumor
that
formance
of
Stan
McWilliams
m°re than 'hTf
_
liams was the hero of the contest attraction of no little interest.
schools in the when he drove the length of the
CCAA woi irt
The Bulldog attack features and Proulx during the southern ANOTHER CLOSE GAME
false. s
CJuit' Proved to be court to sink the winning tally
The Cubs wound up their stay
00
Vernon Riggins, the 6-ft. 6-in. trip. Since the coming of the New
"Majority fV<? W1" St'" Play the with two seconds to go—yes, two center who holds* the CCAA Year, Stan has really been hitting I in the tournament last Saturday
Tresno
° T. °Ur_ ^ames with|seconds. McWilliams was the high single-game scoring record of 29 the hoop while Proulx and Pfister I morning by dropping another
However89" J°Se' Sa" Dieg0' etc' pint man with 17 points.
points. Number two man in the have continued their steady play I tight game, this time to Salinas
there is no doubt that
The
Pacific
Basketeers
fea
will
Fresno offense is George Beck which paced the Tigers pre-con- J. c. by*the score of 49 to 46.
games fro^ s 0 m e Pretty fair tured their usual rough and tum nell who was the team's high ference schedule. McWilliams I The Jucos stayed on even terms
u
schools wfth a na- ble type of ball, they were fast
"°nally
scorer in 1946-47 with a total of notched 48 markers in the last|with Salinas for the first half,
Wn
sP°rts
"lent. Tf
depart- and aggressive all the way. Hank 204 points. The Bulldogs have three games, and Bud Proulx and as the two teams left the
tallied 43.
those bi WS cou^ wln a lew of Pfister, the best faker on the won 7 while losing 5.
floor for the intermission, the
in the hit °nes' we i°° could be squad in every sense of the word,
score was knotted at 16 apiece.
The saddest part of the advance
was again outstanding for his notices from Fresno is the aver ATTENTION
Actualf me"
is verY good news
CUBS BLOW DUKE
"tat vve I
floor play and aggressive defen age height of the starting five
There will be a meeting in
cause 1? sti11 in the CCAA beIn the second half the Cubs
sive ball.
(better than 6-ft. 3-in.) as com the gym on Monday the 19th
forged into a 12-point lead with
hetter ,0 u°Ugh U might seem
pared
to
the
Tigers
mean
altitude
independent as far SANTA B. TOWERS
of January for ail men inter 10 minutes left, but Salinas came
as We,,
of 6-ft. 2/5-in." However, it is j ested in competing in JC
g
es
The Gauchos of Santa Barbara
fast and overcame the lead to
Ptesent
? > at least with the
doubtful that the Fresnans can
d°Ubt that°n?,er team, there is no displayed the type of ball that match the speed of Chris Kjeld- swimming for the spring se win. Once again Bob Thomas led
Sufler. w ,
other sports would has won them the favoriteship
mester. Those who cannot his team in scoring, this time
v
Sch°°l
are stiU a very small in the race for league laurels, sen's cagers.
make the meeting are asked with 22 tallies. This made a total
anrI
to see Coach Antilia.
sistently f.v.ff" not hope to con- when they completely dominated GAUCHOS COME TO TOWN
of 49 in three games for Thomas.
teams such as the
°ne we ba
the ball game until the last few
The Stockton renewal of the
l°° *UchT "°W- There is i^t minutes of play. The Bengals Gaucho-Tiger basketball rivalry
Breathes there a man with a
The man who drives with one
!areer Sch 'comPetition from the were far outclassed in the height will be the feature attraction at soul so dead, who never has I hand is headed for the aisle of a
betterT S° in ^ long run department again, but decided the Pacific gymnasium this Sat turned his head and said, "Hmm, church—either to walk down it
0 remain as we are.
urday night. The Tigers are more not bad!"
' or be carried down it.
(Continued on Page 6)

Cubs Toppled in
Modesto Tussel

TIGERS MEET FRESNO, 'BARBARA HERE

Tigers Edge Poly
Bopped by Barbara

C. 0. P. FIVE
vs.
FRESNO
•ought al
at 8
8--- Gym
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AZTECS SWAMP
W A A H o s t s C o l l e g e s Tigers Edge Poly
Block "P" Profs. SCRAPPY
CATS
(Continued from Page 5)
i In Sports Day
To Settle Grudge The Pacific Basketeers suffered The Women's basketball season that they would win the ball
their second defeat in three con
ference games Monday night
when they were trounced by the
powerful Axtecs from San Diego,
60 to 43, in the latter's home gym,

game with two minutes remain
was officially opened last Satur
ing.
day when the W.A.A. was hostess
The score stood at 49 to 41
JOHN POULOS, number one
to four colleges in a basketball
when the game took on the as fullback on the COP "Cinderella
sports day.
pects of a grade B movie thriller. Team" during the past season,
The colleges participating In what were perhaps the most will take a one-semester leave of
The Aztecs not only had the
advantage of stature, but were were: Chico State with three exciting two minutes of play ever his studies to bid for the 1948
also faster than the locals. The losses and one tie; Modesto Jun seen on a southern floor, the Ben Olympics as a wrestler. POULOS
ior College, one win and three gals brought the score to 48 to will train in San Francisco under
In past years this game has combination proved disastrous.
losses;
Sacramento, three wins 50 and were fighting for those the competent tutorship of DOUG
handed more laughs and bruises to
The outstanding man on the
the contestants than a taffy pull floor was the Aztec center, and one tie; Placer Junior Col winning points when someone PARKS, a noted Bay Area grapor game of post office. Often the Barnes who controlled the back lege, one win and three losses, Guacho, who sank his free pier of yore.
Further evidence that the
players can be seen walking boards, acted as a pivot man, and and C.O.P., three wins and one throws, and the gun sounded. The
score ended Santa Barbara 52, scramble for athletes is just as
around on crutches for months tallied 22 points. The San Diego loss.
Pacific 48.
wide open in our own vicinity as
(you think I'm kid'n').
attack was much the same as the
Following the play-offs every
Bud Proulox was the high scor anywhere else has come the way
The price of the contest will be Tiger attack last year when they one gathered at the S.C.A. for
of Stockton
Junior College.
fifty cents (50 cents) and the had the services of towering Jack lunch and entertainment. Mar- er in the game with 19 tallies.
money will be used to buy travel Toomay. Barnes, 6-ft. 6-ins. tall jorie Pratt was chairman of en Stan McWilliams continued his " F e e l e r s " t o J u c o g r i d d e r s
ing jackets for all team members was the hub of all plays and was tertainment which consisted of high average with 17 points and GEORGE BURGET and FRANK
in school. In the past, the Block almost inaccessable to the small, community singing led by Mary made eight out of ten shots on THOMPSON were received from
St. Mary's and Santa Clara re
Donaldson, piano selections by the charity line.
"P" society has stood the expense aggressive Tigers.
cently. We have seen two such
Johnny
Graves,
three
flute
num
of these jackets, and at present
Stan McWilliams was again the
letters
from the Gael high com
bers
by
Becky
Roberts
with
Mary
they are out of funds.
Half - time entertainment
outstanding man on the Bengal
mand signed by none other than
Ann
Ferguson
accompanying
her
will
be
provided
by
the
tum
The faculty members that will squad, played consistent ball
at the piano, novelty numbers by
bling and gymnastic team of MARTY KORDICK, assistant
be present will be Larry Seimer- throughout and tallied 15 points,
Mary Ford, and a special rendi Bill Anttilla on the Pacific coach of the "Singing Saints."
McWilliams
leads
the
Tiger
scor
ing, Van Sweet, Farley, Pierce,
tion of "Cool Water" by a Chico court, this evening. The team Especially noteworthy is the fact
Waldo, Stocking and many others ing with 48 points in three games,
State
quintet. General chairman
will present a recreational that head coach JAMES PHELAN
which
gives
him
the
impressive
—don't miss it.
far
the
sports
day
was
Velda
gymnastic's exhibition includ is recently-elected president of
average of 16 points per game.
ing the crowd-pleasing "ele the Football Coaches of America.
Bud Proulx is second in the scor Hummel.
"Inducements" have been dan
ing with 43 points in three games
Intramural basketball league phant leaping" which was so
gled under the nose of ED
popular
during
the
intermis
The Bengals name San Diego got under way last Tuesday night
sions of the South Dakota SHIVES, ace Cub pitche?, by Stan
as the best team that they have with Alpha Theta Tau winning
football and San Francisco ford baseball coach RAY HAMover
Tau
Kappa
Kappa,
and
Town
met thus far, and add that Santa
METT. And HAMA1ETT, Indian
State basketball games.
Barbara is perhaps the second Team I defeating Town Team II.
Indian quarterback 1940-42, is a
There
will
be
no
basketball
games
best. The Aztecs were very under
native
of Stockton too. GENE
rated in the pre-season dope, and during final week.
STAGNARO'S pet ends,
[will give lots of trouble in the
GAEDTKE and MOSER, will be
|future games.
hosted during a coining week-end
A final get-together dinner for by University of
California
the purpose "of terminating a Alumni.
happy and successful season" was
VAN SWEET praised the per
held last night at the California formance of Juco JACK PIERCE
Hotel with the entire Cub football against Napa JC last Friday as
squad and athletic staff attend his "finest of the season." BOB
ing. Larry Siemering and Ernie THOMAS led the Cub pack dur
Jorge were the principal speak ing the Modesto Junior College
ers of the evening. Coach Jorge Basketball Tourney with a scin
Personalized
also gave a motion-picture of the tillating total of 49 points. BILL
Tiger's great season.
GREETING
WIRT, still slowed perceptibly by
CARDS
The Cub gridders, who culmi an injured ankle, contributed 30
nated a fine season with a 33-0 tallies. To many onlookers the
for All Occasions
rout of Placer JC last November steady game of JOHN McCANDat22, feasted heartily on a chicken LESS was the best Stockton de
fensive effort. But the Cubs' thrill
dinner.
Walter's House
of the tournament was CHUCK
DAVIS' pass interception and
of Gifts
score in the last 50 seconds of the
2119 Pacific Ave. Phone 2-2112
Napa JC contest which brought
the crowd to its feet and a win
to VAN SWEET.
Major league baseball will be
featured at Oak Park during the
spring training season. On March
16 the Cleveland Indians will
meet the Oakland Oaks of the
Pacific Coast League on the
home diamond. Two National
League clubs, the Pittsburgh
2009 PACIFIC AVE.
333 E. MAIN ST.
Pirates and the New York Giants,
(Open Mon. Eve. Till 9 P. M.)
will get together on the Alpine
Black Suede
Street diamond on March 24.
Ankle Strap Wedge
Tickets for all three of the named
AAA to B Widths
events are available at BLANEY
Sizes 4 '/i to 9
and SPECKENS.
On the 21st of January, at 8:00
o'clock, in the gym the student
body will have the privilege of
witnessing one of the most thrill
ing sports events of the year
when the Block "P" society
meets the faculty in a grudge
basketball contest.

TIGER FIVE
vs.
GAUGHOS
Tomorrow-8 P. M.
Gym

CUB GRIDDERS
EAT

CUBS
at Home
PRELIMS 6:45
Fri. and Sat.

SEE YA'
IN THE GYM

Your Favorite
Campus Footwear

MAURICE'S SHOES

F°r

GRAND
ICE

V°«r dancing

\ ep way

Cushioned eato
se
-

m

in
e ,h°n

y°u

get only

rhythm steps

just

beavlifu,

^

>ned id----fKh

m

Bvoytd up {K/_
Strain Based Here!

U

Kalfa-M ti/iettcji

CREAM

-h

S t a y —
DRY and
COMFORTABLE
USE OUR WATER
REPELLENT ON
YOUR SKI TOGS
AND RAIN WEAR! !

STUDENTS' HEADQUARTERS
FOR FOUNTAIN SERVICE

•
PHONE 7-7095
1928 PACIFIC AVENUE

COLLEGE
CLEANERS
2314 Pacific Avenue
DIAL 2-7774

DEL DEGUINE
Your Campus Representative

Nineteen youth leaders have
issued a call for action to defeat
the universal military training
bill which will come before the
new session of Congress and by
way of protest have organized a
National Youth Assembly to be
held in Washington, D. C., in
February.

(Continued from Page 1)
college from financial liability
and seem to be absolutely asinine
medical practice . . . take the case
of the student this semester who
came down with a case of appen
dicitis and who was given a dose
of milk of magnesia for a
stomach-ache . . . the student was
out of school for two months . . .
and then there are the cases of
the students who are too sick to
get up out of the dorms and go
over to the Infirmary for treat
ment.

A call has been sent to 2,000
youth and campus leaders, sug
gesting that Congress "adopt in
stead of U.M.T. a constructive
plan to meet the real needs of
American youth for housing, ed
THE INFIRMARY WILL not
ucation, health and security."
call at the dorm to give aid ... it
The call charges that U.M.T.
is - verboten for the student to
"seriously threatens international
call in his own personal physician
Cooperation, the prospects of a
for treatment ... no doctors other
lasting peace, and above all the
than Ph Ds allowed in the dormi
health and future of democracy
tories . . . take the case of the
within the United States."
student who comes into the in(For a review of the question
I firmary with a radical ache or illand the reaction on the Pacific
j ness after clinical hours . . .
campus consult the story of the
"Wait until the next morning,
Eiselen-Bitts debate on page 2 of
doctor won't be here till then—
this issue.)
no you can't go to the Emergency
Hospital, the college is respon
sible for you" . . . some ask why
i it is that an institution the size
of COP does not maintain a resi
dent physician on campus. WELL,

"I guess it began when I was just a kid*
making non-stop flights around the diningroom table. Later on, the town got an air
port. I got to know every plane, right down
to the smallest bolts and screws.
"During the war I took off with the
Aviation Cadets. The folks were all for
it. They figured — correctly — that it was
the best way to get me into the air where I
belonged.
r.
"I made it all right. Trained in the best
planes the Air Force has, and now I'm
heading for transition work in jets. The
pay? Now that I'm a pilot, $336 a month,
plus $500 for each year of active duty. And
there's plenty of room for promotions.
"But that's not the real point. Some men
belong in the air. They were born wanting
wings—with the action, the pride, the free
dom that go with them. There's no better
way to have all that, along with the world's
finest flying training, than to join the Avia
tion Cadets. And the future—in civilian
aviation or in the Air Force—is as wide open
as the horizon. If you want the fast-moving
life, why not drop around to the Recruiting
Station in your community or the nearest
Air Force installation."

U. S. Army and U. S. Air Force Recruiting Service

WHY NOT?
"HOW RED WAS my face"
quoth Danny "Fireball" O'Brien
as he tooled his ancient model
vehicle around the conservatory
and headed west on Stadium
Drive this week . . . the strain
was too much for the wheels and
wood spokes of the venerable
wheezer . . . the left rear wheel
suddenly collapsed with a splin
tering sound to leave Sir O'Brien
three-wheeling down the drive,
finally to come to a scraping stop
in the middle of the street.
SOMEHOW IT IS being whis
pered about that the sports staff
of the WEEKLY is not too happy
about the cooperation they have
received from the Director of
Publicity of COP . . . seems they
were crossed up on some pic
tures . . . another paper was
given the shots first after they
had been promised to the sports
staff for publication in the
WEEKLY first . . .
HASH TO THE right of him,
hash to the left of him and in
front of him forty beautiful fe
male TKKs . . . many a man on
campus would give his eye teeth
to be in just such a position as
our venerable PSA Prexy found
himself recently ... Yes, that old
married man Daren McGovern
found himself to be an enforced
bachelor when his wife journeyed
to Ohio on vacation to visit rela
tives . . . the poor boy was starv
ing to death on his own chow so
he applied for a hash slinging
job over at TKK . . . One nigfit
was all that he could take ... all
those women scared the boy so
that he quit . . . somebody always
has to spoil a good story, of
course, another rumor was whis
pered to the effect that his radio
work was too heavy . . .

GROCERIES
POULTRY
VEGETABLES
FRUITS
MEATS
CATERING

Gaia-Delucchi Co
American and Channel

with the Aviation Cadets

WE DELIVER DAILY
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Debators Participate 'China Speaks to COP'
In Panel Discussions
Is Chapel Topic
Last Tuesday at 2:30, Harold

pm

i
!'i '

!

bli 4
I

Mike & Masque
(Continued from Page 3)

above the tumult of the reaction
Blomberg, Edward Morrison,
"China Speaks to COP" will be
aries.
Roberta Blakley, Wilma Ander
the topic of discussion of James
son, and Charles Magnuson par
Third, the broadcasters should
ticipated in a panel discussion for L. Ding, Doctor of Pedagogy,
make continued efforts to obtain
guest
speaker
at
Tuesday's
|
the Lottie Grunsky P.T.A. The
originality in p r o g r a m m i n g .
subject of the discussion was on Chapel.
Radio, more than any other me
"The United Nations and Prob
Ding, president of the Anglodium of expression, has a ten
lems of World Cooperation."
Chinese College in Foochow, |
dency to fall back on tradition
Friday, January 9, over KGDM, China, is on a brief visit to the
rather
than blaze new trails. The
Barton Bawden, Marvin McDow, United States after an absence of
tired jokes and gags that pass for
Betty Ann Rabe, Eddie LeBaron, more than ten years. He received MINIATURE TREASURE
the way down with tiny silver
humor on our so-called comedy
and Roberta Blakley participated an AB degree at Cornell College,
. This precious little gold buttons . . . made of diagonally
in a discussion concerning the Iowa, and did post graduate work compact with its petit-point cover. striped melon-and-white Sierra shows need rejuvenation. We find
equal aversion to originality on
control of atomic energy.
at Columbia.
P r e c i o u s . . . y e s , t h e c o v e r cloth . . . with cap sleeves f f f
dramatic and musical shows. Hap
'painted in embroidery" with
for only $8.95 (other color com pily, we can point to such fine
painstaking craftsmanship by a
exceptions as "Columbia Was
gifted needlewoman . . . 1650 binations, too). Then there was
There" and the "Ford Theatre."
the
two-piecer
with
the
ballerina
stitches to the square inch! Little
But these shows, and their few
. . yes, only about an inch and skirt, flowing cape sleeves, and
counterparts,
are but a dent in
January 20
Brahm's Recital
short
jacket
with
ended
in
petal
a half square. But there's a mir
the strongly-entrenched Pat No
scallops.
This
one
was
seersuck
ror,
powder
sifter
and
puff
.
.
.
January 23
Barter Theatre
all that's needed to take the shine er . . . and $14.95. The address is vak (tight-lipped, monotone hero)
type of show. For every inspired
January 25'
off your pretty nose between 340 East Main.
Phi Mu Alpha
bit of radio writing such as
dances. Where do you find it? At
January 20
Sorry, Wrong Number," we have
Stockton Symphony
CHAS. HAAS & SONS, 425 Main DO COLLEGE GALS
. go for the Gibson Girl a thousand trite "who-dunnits."
High School Auditorium 8 p. in.
... for only $7.75. Stop by and
(Also Doom's Day)
Radio desperately needs people
view their collection of exquisite blouses? That's what that man
in charge of the Teen Time Shop with originality
Even here at
petit-point
in
regular
compacts,
February 6
Pacific Little Theatre
(second floor J. C. PENNEY CO., Pacific I think it is quite possible
cigarette
cases,
picture
frames,
Registration for Spring Semester
hand mirrors, pill boxes. They 500 E. Main) wanted to know. that radio students are content to
February 7
Pacific Little Theatre
range in price from $5.00 through Well, do they? The solid cham- follow in traditional and accepted
brays with the white inset bib, lines rather than I experiment.
$16.50.
February 10
Phi Mu Alpha Recital
white collar and cuffs . . . and John Crabbe has continually
THERE WERE SO
the little black tie? For $3.98? stressed that radio has not real
February 11
Faculty Club Valentine Party
MANY WOMEN
The checked gingham with its ized its potential as a social and
February 13
Pacific Little Theatre
at the Nelly Don dress rack broad shoulders and push-up artistic medium. Radio majors
Archania Dance
in the Sports Department at THE sleeves ... for $2.98? The all can take heed of their chief . . , 1
WONDER that I had a hard time white rayons ... a little dressier experiment, try new ideas, use
ebruary 14
Pacific Little Theatre
getting near enough to get a lcfcik with their ruffled neckline and one's creativity to develop radio
ebruary 17
at these casuals. But I managed matching ruffled yoke . . . priced beyond the infancy stage.
Faculty Recital
it . . . and it was worth it. Listen at $3.98? What do you think?
ebruary 18
English Department, SCA
a one-piece ... it buttons all MY HOW THE TIME
Lots of students seem to be
February 24
First Senior Recital
. .. goes by! Remember way back confused over the stations oper
when I promised to tell you the ated by the Pacific Radio Work
Petit-Point
what, where and why of CO shop. In addition to operating two
LONIAL? Somehow I just didn't of its own stations, Pacific also
Treasures . . .
get around to it. But I'm making broadcasts programs over com
amends. What? COLONIAL ICE mercial stations KWG and KTRB.
• COMPACTS
CREAM CO. A brand new ice The two Pacific stations are
regular and
cream ... the best yet. Where? KCVN and KAEO. KCVN is Pa
miniature
145 W. Channel, phone 2-1429. cific's Frequency Modulation sta
Why? Because it's so good . . . tion which can be heard in Stock
• CIGARETTE CASES
Because you just name the flavor ton and the surrounding area by
you want and they've got it.
FM set owners. Programming on
• DOUBLE PICTURE
Because
you name the time you KCVN is geared to discriminat
FRAMES
want it and they deliver.
ing audiences with a heavy diet
• MINIATURE HAND
of classical and semi-classical
MIRRORS
music in addition to such features
Rogers Jewelry Co. as news, radio forums, radio
drama, and live musical shows.
KAEO is the pipeline station,
heard only on campus, which fea
tures current and standard ef
Quality Jewelers
forts of popular jazz artists on
records. It also features sports
programs and many of KCVN's
live shows. KCVN may be heard
on FM sets at 91.3 megacycles
while KAEO is 660 on the dial.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

AFTER THE GAME
REFRESH WITH COKE

